
Women Fashion Store   Berrylook Women
Fashion Store Launched a Sales Campaign on
Parties and Prom

Berrylook currently provides dresses for parties and prom at affordable prices.

HONG KONG, CHINA, October 29, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Berrylook is a popular online

fashion store with many fashionable collections. While it is previously known more for casual

items like blouses, trousers, and jackets, the store currently has prom and party dresses as well.

The dresses are fashionable and elegant, making them very suitable for formal events like prom

and party. Additionally, there are discounts given for certain items to spoil the customers more.

Cheap dresses with discounts in Berrylook are as follows. They are Round Neck Slit Pocket Color

Block Shift Dress with 65% off from $11.95  to $20.95, Round Neck Floral Printed Maxi Dress with

70% off from $14.95 to $15.95, Round Neck Patchwork Side Slit Color Block Knit Shift Dress with

65% off from $11.95 , Long Sleeve Round Neck Print Skater Dress with 65% off from $14.95,

Round Neck Single Breasted Plain Bodycon Dress with 50% off from $18.95 to $26.95, and High

Neck Patch Pocket Plaid Shift Dress with 30% off from $21.95 to $26.95.

To make the customers shopping more easily, the website also provides some features. One of

them is the filter feature to select the items based on the size, type of dress, color, and price

range. They can checklist the category of the fashion items, and automatically, the intended

collections will appear. It includes casual maxi dresses. Some other features available in

Berrylook are Track Order, Cancel Order, and Free Shipping Costs with some terms and

conditions.

“Previously, I rarely bought dresses and other fashion items online. Well, I’m just afraid that the

products are worse than the pictures. But after shopping in Berrylook, my view about online

shopping has changed. Berrylook’s collections are great. They are qualified. The prices are also

friendly, including for the dresses. It is highly recommended.” Katy Hudson, a customer.

About Berrylook

Berrylook is an online fashion store based in Hongkong to access worldwide. It provides various

collections for women including blouses, jackets, sweatshirts, boots, capes, tops, shoes, bottoms,

and more. The store features some payment methods including via VISA, Mastercard, and PayPal

for customers’ ease.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.berrylook.com/dresses-53/
https://www.berrylook.com/maxi-dresses-65/


For more, please visit https://www.berrylook.com/.
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